Southeast Study Group – Master Plan Update Kick-Off – Subarea 4
Live Questions and Responses
7.19.2021

Presenters made every effort to answer as many questions from attendees as possible live during this virtual meeting. The questions and answer portion of this meeting can be replayed here starting at time stamp 46:56. All questions that were not answered before the meeting ended are reflected and answered below.

Live Questions and Responses

1. Is it unusual that this meeting only has a small number (fewer than 25) number of participants?
   a. ABI certainly hoped to see more than 28 participants in the Virtual room tonight. Luckily, our engagement strategy allows us to share this video recording with neighborhood associations and neighborhood planning units. We scheduled presentations with all of the NPUs so far in July and August. We are planning a series of pop-ups in the different neighborhoods as well.

*Please note, questions listed here have been transcribed verbatim with minor edits to punctuation and spelling.*